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Tap the Best of Your Remote Team During COVID-19 
A Virtual Team Session 

 
Working from home is a whole new experience for many teams. That, combined with the many 
personal issues that COVID – 19 presents to each of us, can affect both team performance and 
team members’ well-being.  In this two-hour interactive virtual session, your team will have the 
opportunity to reset, reconnect, and discover how to work most effectively together in this new 
reality. 
 
Your team will: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before Your Team Session 
Your team coach, Nicole Bendaly, will meet with you (the leader) prior to your team’s session to 
build understanding of your team’s core strengths, challenges, and current morale given what 
the team is currently experiencing.  
 
After Your Team Session: Your Team Action Plan 
You will receive an Action Plan outlining the outcomes of the session and the commitments to 
action the team created at the session, along with additional recommendations to help the 
team to effectively tap the best of themselves and maintain well-being throughout the crisis 
and beyond.  
 
Fee: $2,500  

 Discover the little things that make the biggest difference to a remote 
team’s ability to perform at its very best during COVID-19.  
 

 Get clear on what success looks like for the team during this crisis. 
 

 Clarify needs and expectations of one another. 
 

 Establish practices that build cohesion and community, strengthen 
communication, and support team member well-being. 
 

 Develop commitments to action for maintaining and strengthening team 
performance. 
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About K&Co. 
 

Our greatest satisfaction is seeing teams and leaders surprise themselves by what they can 
accomplish. 

For over 30 years, we have been helping teams and leaders to bring out the very best of 
themselves by providing simple yet powerful learning and tools that enable extraordinary 
transformations in performance and employee engagement.  

Our action-oriented learning programs, team and leadership development processes, 
assessment tools and learning materials have made a difference in companies worldwide. Our 
models and books are used by Post-Graduate programs in Universities in Canada and the U.S to 
enable the strengthening of teamwork, leadership and organizational culture in both private 
and public sector organizations. 

 

About Nicole Bendaly 

Nicole is an author and the President of K&Co. Nicole’s research in organizational behavior 
began over 20 years ago and she now focuses her research on understanding the factors critical 
to high performance teams and leaders.  She applies her knowledge and experience to the 
development of learning solutions and assessment tools, several of which are being used in 
over 200 organizations across North America to successfully change how people work together 
for the better.   Nicole is a dynamic speaker and facilitator on various topics impacting 
organizational performance, all of which help people tap the best of themselves and those they 
work with.   

Nicole is a Forbes contributor, and the co-author of two books, Improving Healthcare Team 
Performance: The 7 Requirements for Excellence in Patient Care, and Winner Instinct. 

 


